Tailored testing provides the same information as group-administered standardized tests, but can do so using fewer items because the items administered are selected for the ability of the individual student. Thus, tailored testing offers several advantages over traditional methods. Because individual tailored tests are not timed, anxiety is reduced and examinee motivation is improved. Economic advantages involve reduced test time, immediate availability of results, and reduced personnel requirements.

Effective tailoring occurs at the item level, involving two steps: estimation of the examinee's ability from his or her previous responses, and selection from an item bank of the item likely to measure most effectively. Five methods of estimating item difficulty or appropriateness are: (1) Robbins Monro procedure; (2) fixed step size; (3) flexilevel, which requires a smaller item pool; (4) Bayesian procedures; and (5) stratified-adaptive or stradaptive procedures. (Author/GDC)
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As probabilistic models with sample independent item description(s), latent trait theories have several appealing features: (1) the performance of an examinee of known ability on a given calibrated item can be predicted; (2) items which were calibrated on different populations can readily be combined to form an item pool of predictable characteristics; and (3) item descriptions are independent of each other. These and other features, along with the advent of readily accessible high speed computers, have spawned a re-examination of test development and test usage procedures. In this symposium, Drs. Robertson, Rentz and Durovic have already described how a latent trait model can be applied to the practical issues of test development, equating, and item bias.

Prior to the popularization of group testing procedures, most tests were individually administered and tailored to examinees. At the present time some of the largest developers and users of educational tests, i.e. the United States Department of Defense and the United States Civil Service Commission are re-examining this idea in light of the theoretical and practical benefits of latent trait models.

The term "tailored testing" serves as a generic for any procedure by which particular items or groups of items are selected and administered to any individual examinee based on an estimate of his or her ability. For example, an examinee's grade placement can serve as an initial estimate of an examinee's ability.
and used to route an examinee to a set of items, e.g. a particular level of an achievement test battery. Such a procedure fits the definition in the broadest sense at the word. However, the procedure will misroute large numbers of both very able and lesser able students, and is not considered in most discussions of tailored testing.

Effective tailoring occurs at the item level; effective in the sense that examinees across a wide continuum of ability are administered items appropriate to their competence and therefore not misrouted. The task involves two basic iterated steps:

1. Estimation of the examinee's ability from his or her previous responses.

2. Selection of the item likely to measure most effectively at the presently estimated ability level (Lord, 1977).

Prior to tailoring, an item pool must be developed and item characteristics computed. Since the best items will be those whose difficulties most closely match the examinee's ability, all item-level tailoring schemes use an index of item difficulty (either the proportion of examinees responding correctly, the Rasch model easiness parameter, or the 2 and 3-parameter model location or difficulty parameter). Some schemes will also incorporate item discrimination indices and/or guessing indices.

Robbins Monro Procedures

In Robbins Monro procedures, the difficulty of the \((i+1)\)st item to be administered is determined by the rule

\[ b(i+1) = d_i (M_i - g) + b; \]

where \( b_i \) is the difficulty of the \( i \)th administered item,
\( d_i \) is a descending sequence of positive numbers,
\( M_i \) is the response to item \( i \). (\( M_i = 1 \) when correct, \( M_i = 0 \) when incorrect)
\( g \) is an offset parameter

This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. The examinee took eight items. Harder items are administered after each correct response, easier after each incorrect response. The difference in item difficulty between consecutively administered items decreases proportionately since \( d_i \) is a descending sequence. The process continues converging on the point at which the item difficulty is equal to the examinee's ability and is terminated when a satisfactory estimate is achieved. After \( n \) items are administered, the difficulty of the \((n+1)\)st item can then be used as the estimate of the examinee's ability.
A Hypothetical Example of the Robbins-Monro Tailored Testing Procedure
**Fixed Step Size**

Rather than using the decreasing step size governed by $d_i$ in the Robbins Monro procedures, $d_i$ can be held constant and the $(i + 1)$st item to be administered can be selected by

$$b(i + 1) = b_i + d(M_i + g)$$

Figure 2 illustrates this procedure. This procedure can never truly converge on the point where the item difficulty equals the examinee's ability. The difficulty of the administered items will vascillate between being just above the examinee's ability and just below it. The average difficulty of the administered item can be used as an estimate of the examinee's ability.

**Flexilevel**

One practical limitation with the Robbins Monro and Fixed Step Size procedures is the need for extremely large item pools. In theory, the later procedure will require $n(n + 1)/2$ items, the former substantially more.

The flexilevel procedure routes the examinee to the next less difficult unadministered item following an incorrect response. Following a correct response, the examinee is routed to the next more difficult unadministered item. Thus, the difficulty of the $(i + 1)$th item is based on the available item pool. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. After the item whose difficulty most closely matches the examinee's ability is administered, the selected item oscillates between being substantially too easy and substantially too difficult for the examinee.
FIGURE 2
A Hypothetical Example of the
Fixed Steps Tailored Testing Procedure
A Hypothetical Example of the Flexilevel Tailored Testing Procedure
Bayesian Procedures

Bayes theorem can be written as

\[ P(A|B) = K \cdot P(B|A) \cdot P(A) \]

where \( K \) is a constant

\[ P(A|B) \] denotes the probability of \( A \) given \( B \)

Substituting estimated ability for \( A \) and item response for \( B \), the theorem is well suited to a measurement model which specifies the probability of a correct response given an examinee's ability \( P(B|A) \). Assuming a normal prior, \( P(A) \) is normal, and using a latent trait item response model, an estimate of examinee ability can be inferred from each item response. After each item is administered, the obtained posterior estimate of ability serves as the prior estimate for the next item. Items are selected so as to minimize a loss function. When guessing is assumed to be void and item discriminations approximately equal (as with the Rasch model), items are selected such that the difference between item difficulty and the estimated ability is the minimum possible within the item pool restraints. When guessing is a factor, the optimal difficulty is a bit less than the examinee's estimated ability. Testing is terminated when the standard error of estimation of ability is sufficiently small or when a maximum number of items have been administered.

Stratified-adaptive (stradaptive) Procedures

Two of the main advantages of the Bayesian procedures are that prior, non-test estimates of ability can be used to allow for multiple entry points and that item information in addition to item difficulty can be used. The main limitation is that before an item is selected to be administered, all unadministered
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items must be evaluated for their effectiveness. The stratified-adaptive procedures seek to circumvent this limitation while retaining the benefits.

Figure 4 illustrates stratified-adaptive tailored testing. Items are arranged into strata of increasing difficulty. In this example, seven strata are defined. Within each stratum, the items are arranged in order of their discriminability. Testing begins by administering the best discriminating item in the stratum whose difficulty level most closely matches the prior estimate of the examinee's ability, or in the median strata when no prior is available. After a correct response, the procedure routes the examinee to the best discriminating unadministered item in the next more difficult strata. Following each incorrect response, the examinee is administered the best discriminating unadministered item in the next less difficult strata.

Conclusions

One can safely say that the majority of standardized tests are administered to groups of students rather than are individually administered, use a paper and pencil format with separate question and response sheets, present all items to all examinees in a fixed order, and have set time limits. Tailored testing seeks to provide the same information as such group tests, but by presenting fewer items. Since the items are tailored to the students ability and since fewer items are administered, tailored tests can offer several advantages over traditional assessment instruments.
In a comprehensive 1973 review of the advantages and limitations of tailored testing, Weiss, and Betz point out that the high degree of standardization of group tests introduces problems of time limits, answer sheets, test compromise, administrator variables, and item arrangements as they affect whole groups and as they affect certain subgroups of individuals. Individual tests, on the other hand, are untimed—thus minimizing anxiety and increasing accuracy; better maintain motivation—since guessing and fatigue is reduced.

An additional factor which is not often discussed is the managability of tailored testing. Test results are immediately available, testing on demand is possible, trained test administrators are not required, and examinee time is reduced. As a consequence, tailored tests can offer economic as well as psychometric advantages over conventional tests.
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